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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (visual SLAM) has attracted more and more
researchers in recent decades and many state-of-the-art algorithms have been proposed with rather
satisfactory performance in static scenarios. However, in dynamic scenarios, the performance of current visual SLAM algorithms degrades significantly due to the disturbance of the dynamic objects. To
address this problem, we propose a novel method which uses optical flow to distinguish and eliminate the dynamic feature points from the extracted ones using RGB images as the only input. The
static feature points are fed into the visual SLAM system for the camera pose estimation. We integrate our method with the original ORB-SLAM system and validate the proposed method with the
challenging dynamic sequences from the TUM dataset and our recorded office dataset. The whole
system can work in real time. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrate that our method
significantly improves the performance of ORB-SLAM in dynamic scenarios.
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1. Introduction
For several decades, visual Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (visual SLAM) has achieved significant
development. Many state-of-the-art algorithms [1–4]
have been proposed with rather satisfactory performance. Given collected information by sensors from the
environments, visual SLAM is capable of localizing the
mobile robot and generating a representation of the environment as a 3D point cloud.
With the visual SLAM technology getting mature, the
research focus has stepped into the robustness age. It
requires that the visual SLAM system can work efficiently
in challenging environments. Off-the-shelf visual SLAM
systems can perform well under the assumption of registering a static environment. In fact, most of the application scenarios contain dynamic objects such as human
beings. Once the environment is changing, the localization and mapping capabilities are easy to obtain erroneous alignments (local minima problem) and tracking
loss. We call this issue the dynamic SLAM problem.
One solution to solve the dynamic SLAM problem
is by information fusion from different sensors [5].
However, information fusion requires additional sensors,
which is not a cost-effective way. A popular solution is
to use depth information [6, 7] from an embedded IR
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camera. Usually a segmentation [8] process is adopted.
The disadvantage is that RGB-D cameras might not work
in outdoor environments due to a limited depth detection
(usually between 5 cm and 6 m). In most cases, a monocular camera is more available and portable. Therefore, in
this paper, we focus on the problem about how to deal
with dynamic SLAM problem using only a monocular
camera.
Low cost, easy calibration and portability make the
monocular camera a very popular sensor for visual
SLAM [9–15]. Many visual SLAM systems use features
such as Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [16],
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [17] or Oriented
FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [18] as an intermediate representation for the raw sensor measurements.
This kind of system is known as the feature-based visual
SLAM system. In a typical feature-based visual SLAM
system, a feature matcher firstly finds feature correspondences between two consecutive frames. Then, the initial
camera poses are generated by transformation estimation algorithms, such as Perspective-n-Point (PnP) [19]
or motion model like in [20] or registration strategies
[21]. After achieving the initial camera poses, a graph
which connects camera poses and landmarks is set up
and graph solvers like g2o [22] are used to optimize
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the camera poses. The transformation matrix between
two frames represents the camera motion. However, in
dynamic scenarios, part of the feature points can be
extracted from the dynamic objects, object motion will
bring noise into the correspondence. As a result, the
transformation matrix can represent the camera motion
erroneously.
To address this problem, we propose to distinguish
and eliminate dynamic feature points from input frames
using optical flow in a feature-based monocular SLAM
system. The inputs of our system are RGB images
obtained by a monocular camera, which is available for
almost all robotic platforms. A novel method to distinguish dynamic points using optical flow is introduced,
and an efficient dynamic points elimination strategy
is applied. The correspondences between two consecutive frames are reliably selected to estimate the camera
motion. We have validated our algorithm in both, public
TUM dataset and our recorded office dataset. Experiments results demonstrate the improved performance of
our method. Our system can work in real time, which is
a very important criterion in different tasks in robotics,
such as autonomous navigation [23], localization and
exploration [24]. This paper is an extension of [25].
The novelties of our work are summarized as follows:
(1) We have proposed a novel method to distinguish
dynamic points using optical flow in real time.
(2) We have integrated the proposed method into a
feature-based monocular SLAM system. The performance of our method has obtained an outstanding improvement in dynamic scenarios w.r.t ORBSLAM.
(3) We have recorded a dynamic office dataset and we
have tested our proposed method on both, TUM
dataset and our office dataset.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
various existing works in visual SLAM. Section 3 introduces and formulates the problem of performing visual
SLAM in dynamic environments. Section 4 provides the
details of our proposed method. Experimental results and
discussions are shown in Section 5. Finally, we provide a
conclusion and the future work.

2. Related work
In order to provide a solution to the visual SLAM problem in dynamic environments, various strategies have
been cited. These strategies can be categorized into three
main categories.
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The first category is based on information fusion
[26–28]. Information fusion is a reasonable way to solve
the proposed problem, while in some cases additional
sensors are not available and processing fusing data
may be computational time-consuming. With multimodal sensor information (e.g. color cameras, depth
sensors, LiDAR, IMU), the main advantages of each
sensor can be used for estimating more robust and
accurate poses. Bloesch et al.[26] combine information
between visual and inertial sensors to enable robust performance in dynamic scenarios. The filtering framework
uses direct intensity errors as visual measurements within
the extended Kalman filter update. The inertial measurements are used to propagate the state of the filter, and the
visual information is employed for the filter update. The
system exhibits accurate tracking performance and high
robustness in roughly and highly unstructured environments. Usenko et al. [27] use an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) as an additional sensor. They use an energy
function to combine photometric and inertial information. By minimizing the energy function, camera pose,
velocity and IMU bias are simultaneously estimated. Kim
et al. [28] use an RGB-D sensor and an IMU to accurately
estimate camera trajectory in dynamic environments.
They firstly generate 3-D feature points based on SURF
descriptor and they use the IMU to compensate rotation
of feature points to have the same rigid body transformation matrix between the successive images from the RGBD sensor. The generated 3-D feature points are divided
into dynamic or static feature points using motion vectors and static feature points are used to compute the rigid
body transformation matrix.
The second category of approaches is based on the
RGB-D camera. In [6, 7, 29–31] depth information is
used to detect and eliminate dynamic elements. Kim
et al. [29] combine the image information and the 3D
position information of the features, where the image
information can contribute to precisely detect matched
features. Dynamic objects are classified into inliers or
outliers depending on dynamically moving features in
the image, where outliers are rejected using RANSAC
[32]. Wang et al. [30] use the segmentation technique to
eliminate dynamic objects. They improved the method
in [33] to get a better segmentation result. Consequently,
the robustness of their SLAM system has been improved.
Kim et al. [31] have proposed a robust background
model-based dense-visual-odometry algorithm which
can deal with dynamic factors. They firstly warp consecutive depth images to equalize the viewpoints. From
the differences between consecutive pairs in the warped
depth image, the background image is estimated using a
nonparametric model. Sun et al. [6] also use segmentation to discard dynamic objects. They firstly compute the
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transformation matrix between two consecutive frames,
then they use ego-motion compensation to get a differencing frame. The pixel value of the coordinates shows
whether there is motion or not. A particle filter-based
tracking helps to distinguish dynamic elements in each
frame. Finally, they use vector quantization-based segmentation to segment dynamic objects out and remaining information will be the input of the system. Li et
al. [7] use only edge points to conduct visual odometry
based on frame-to-keyframe registration. They give each
extracted edge point a static weight which indicates the
likelihood of one point being static or dynamic. The static
weight is added into an intensity assisted iterative closest point method to perform the registration task. The
proposed method can work in real time. Despite the realtime SLAM performance, RGB-D sensors are not suitable
for working in outdoor scenarios due to its limited depth
detection, which is a crucial drawback of this category of
methods.
The third category of approaches are based on monocular camera [34–37]. Bleser et al. [34] relies on a CAD
model of the object in the scene to initialize the first
camera pose and to obtain 3D positions for features
on the model. Scene features are tracked from frame
to frame and reconstructed in 3D automatically which
makes tracking feasible in the environments. Imre et
al. [35] use a hybrid static-moving camera setup to conduct pose estimation. Static cameras are used to build
a sparse 3D model of the scene. The pose of the moving camera is estimated with respect to the sparse model.
Shimamura et al. [36] propose to segment outliers of feature points. They detect features on moving objects by
building an angle histogram based on outliers, and by
using the EM [38] algorithm to estimate parameters for
the GMM is a probabilistic model that assumes all the
data points are generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters.
Tan et al. [37] propose a novel method to represent the
dynamic environment. The proposed method can sense
the change generated from motion or occlusion. The core
of the method is the updating of the keyframes. If there
is a big changed part, the keyframe will be replaced to
ensure the changed part will not bring into error for the
localization.

3. Problem statement
3.1. Notation
We briefly define the notations used throughout our
paper.
The RGB image collected at timestamp j is denoted
with Ij : ω ⊂ R2 → R, where ω is the image domain.

A 3D point P = (x, y, z)T maps to the image coordinates q = (x, y)T through the camera projection model
π : R3 → R2 :
q = π(T, P),

(1)

where T ∈ SE(3) denotes camera pose. The projection π
is determined by the intrinsic camera parameters which
are known from calibration. u denotes the matched keypoint on the image corresponding to P. The error term
for the observation of a map point Pi in an image j is
ei,j = ui,j − π(Tiw , Pi ),

(2)

where w stands for the world reference. We use P∗ and
u∗ to denote a dynamic 3D point and the corresponding
keypoint on the image.
3.2. Problem formulation
Monocular SLAM relies on a map for localization [39].
For instance, in ORB-SLAM [20], the camera pose is
obtained by aligning the current frame w.r.t the previous
frame or via global relocalization. Bundle Adjustment
(BA) [40] is used to optimize the camera pose based on a
feature map.
The problem to be solved in BA can be formulated as
follows:

arg min

m
n 


wi,j (ui,j − qi,j )2

i=1 j=1

= arg min
Tiw , Pi

m
n 


wi,j (ui,j − π(Tiw , Pi ))2 ,

(3)

i=1 j=1

where we assume that there are n 3D points in a local map
that can be observed in m views. If a point i can be projected on image i, then wij is 1 otherwise wij is set to 0.
Iteratively minimizing the cost function the optimal camera pose Tiw can be computed. Figure 1(a) shows Bundle
Adjustment in static environments.
However, same keypoints may have a different location in dynamic environments. As shown in Figure 1(b),
P2 is a dynamic 3D point, and moves from P2 to P∗2 . As
a result, the corresponding keypoint on Ij moves from u2
to u∗
2 . The error term for the observation of a map point
Pi in an image j is
ei,j = u∗i,j − π(Tiw , Pi ).

(4)
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Figure 1. (a) Bundle Adjustment in static environments. (b) Bundle Adjustment in dynamic environments. The red point P and green
point P∗ represent the static and dynamic 3D point in the space. u and u∗ are the corresponding point in the image with P and P∗ . q
represents the estimated point in the image corresponding with P. The ﬁgures are best viewed in colour.

Figure 2. The overview of the proposed method. It consists two modules: Ego-motion Estimation and Dynamic Feature Points Detection. The Estimation module is to estimate the camera motion between two consecutive frames. The Detection module is to distinguish
dynamic feature points based on optical ﬂow value for each feature point.

Let the vector vi,j denote changes of the location between
ui,j and u∗i,j , and have modified (3) as follows:
arg min

m


4. Methodology

wi,j (u∗i,j − qi,j )2

4.1. Method overview

j=1

= arg min

m
n 


For a keypoint ui,j−1 in image j−1, the estimated location of its corresponding keypoint qi,j in frame j can be
calculated by:

wi,j (ui,j + βi,j vi,j − qi,j )2

i=1 j=1

= arg min
Tiw ,Pi

uncertainty of vi,j . Consequently, BA cannot optimize
camera poses efficiently in dynamic environments.

m
n 


wi,j (ui,j + βi,j vi,j − π(Tiw , Pi ))2 ,

i=1 j=1

(5)
where
βi,j = 0,

if ui,j is static ,

βi,j = 1,

if ui,j is dynamic ,

(6)

and the other variables have the same definitions with
those in (3). If the motion model of the moving objects
is given [41], the value of vi,j can be computed and the
accuracy of the localization can be ensured by (5). However, if the motion model is unknown, Equation (5) may
not lead to a comparable optimization result due to the

qi,j = ui,j−1 Tj,j−1 ,

(7)

where ui,j−1 is the homogeneous representation and
Tj,j−1 denotes the camera motion between frame j and
j−1. If Pi is dynamic, a difference between qi,j and ui,j
will be obtained. We use this difference to determine
whether a point is dynamic or not. The core of our proposed method is to eliminate the dynamic element βi,j vi,j
proposed in (5).
An overview of our proposed method is shown in
Figure 2. There are two modules in the proposed method.
The first module called Ego-motion Estimation is to estimate the camera ego-motion Tj,j−1 between two consecutive frames j and j−1. Our proposed method works as
follows: Firstly, two consecutive images are captured and
denoted as RGB Curr and RGB Last, as shown in Figure 2.
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We employ the Five-Point Algorithm [42] to estimate the
motion of the camera from the last image to the current image by computing the essential matrix. Finally we
multiply the last image with the estimated transformation matrix to get a new image which we call the estimated image. In this case, points in the estimated image
are converted to the current image. The second module, Dynamic Feature Points Detection, calculates optical
flow value for each feature point extracted from the current image between the current image and the estimated
image and detects dynamic feature points for the current
image based on optical flow values. Static points are used
for further camera pose estimations.
4.2. Ego-motion estimation
In the Ego-motion Estimation module, the inputs are
two consecutive frames: RGB Curr and RGB Last which
represent the current frame and the last frame, respectively. We extract the feature points from two input
frames, some of which are generated on the moving objects. We denote two feature points sets as
S1 = (p1d1 , p1d2 , . . . , p1s1 , p1s2 · · · · · ·) and S2 = (p2d1 , p2d2 , . . . ,
p2s1 , p2s2 · · · · · · ). As well as in ORB-SLAM [20] ORB features are used as the feature type for pose estimation, and
an Octree is used to ensure that feature points can be
extracted uniformly from the image.
With the feature points from two frames, we find the
correspondence feature pairs C between them. We adopt
RANSAC to choose five pairs from all the feature pairs.
Note that, some of the pairs are dynamic feature correspondences. For the purposes of this paper, we have an
assumption that for all the feature points, we have more
static ones than dynamic ones. In this case, the dynamic
pairs are regarded as outliers and rejected. By using the
RANSAC algorithm, we can ensure that we get all the
five correspondences from static feature points. The fivepoint algorithm uses the five feature pairs to compute the
Essential matrix E. The rotation R and translation t can be
recovered from E through singular value decomposition
(SVD) and disambiguation process [43].
4.3. Dynamic feature points detection
Optical flow is an algorithm to detect object motion
which has been extensively studied over the past decades.
Given that the coordinate of point A in frame t is (x1 , y1 ),
if we can find its new place (x2 , y2 ) in the following frame
t+1 then the motion of point A can be represented as:
(ux , vy ) = (x2 , y2 ) − (x1 , y1 ),

(8)

where (ux , vy ) is a vector that contains the motion direction and distance information.

Optical flow needs to solve a problem to find the
coordinate (x2 , y2 ), which is formulated in:

[I(x, y, t − 1) − I(x + dx , y + dy , t)]2 ,
F(dx , dy ) =
(x,y)∈N

(9)
where F(dx , dy ) is a cost function. N is the number of
neighbor pixels of the center pixel (x0 , y0 ) of the patch
of pixels, I(x, y, t − 1) is the pixel intensity value of point
(x, y) in frame t−1, and I(x + dx , y + dy , t) is the intensity value of point(x + dx , y + dy ) in frame t. Note that
here we convert the RGB image to grayscale for further
processing.
To optimize the cost function, we can compute
the flow vector (dx , dy ). In Detection module, we use
Lucas–Kanade [44] to compute optical flow values of
feature points extracted from the current image. A predefined tolerance τ is used to determine which point is
dynamic by the following inequalities:
d > τ,

if fi ∈ Fdynamic ,

d < τ,

if fi ∈ Fstatic ,

(10)


where d = dx2 + dy2 is the L2 norm of the flow vector
for feature point fi , and Fdynamic and Fstatic are dynamic
and static feature points sets, respectively. The tolerance
parameter τ can be updated using the following formulation:
f (t, R) = r · exp(t 2 ),

(11)

where f (t, R) represents tolerance τ . R is the rotation of
the camera and t is the translation of the camera. As we
can see, if R or t gets larger, the value of τ will get larger.
Through Ego-motion Estimation, we get the transformation matrix T between the last image and the
current image. Then we multiply the last image with
the estimated transformation matrix to get the warped
image. Points in the estimated image are converted to
the same coordinate system as those in the current
image. We compute the optical flow values of feature
points extracted from the current frame. Then we distinguish dynamic points based on the optical flow values.
Figure 3 shows the dynamic feature points result of our
method.
4.4. Integration with ORB-SLAM
ORB-SLAM [20] adopts a local feature map to optimize
the camera poses. The feature points in the map are
generated by triangulating ORB features from connected
keyframes in the covisibility. Given each unmatched ORB
in keyframe Ki , the system will search for a match with
the other point in other keyframes. When in dynamic
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Figure 3. An experimental result of our method. (a)–(c) represent the previous image, the current image and the estimated image. (d)
is the result of our method. Red points are static and green points are dynamic. The ﬁgures are best viewed in colour.

environments, dynamic feature points will be generated
from the moving points and added to the feature map.
In this case, the map is not reliable enough to ensure the
accuracy of pose estimation.
The integration process can be shown in Algorithm 1.
For each input RGB image, we check if it should be
inserted as a keyframe. We conduct ego-motion estimation and dynamic feature points detection. For featurebased visual SLAM, one big challenge is that when the
system cannot get enough feature points, the tracking
may get lost. This is because the feature points in the current frame cannot find a correspondence in the local feature map. In this case, Bundle Adjustment cannot work.
To avoid this phenomenon, we first sort the optical flow
values. Then we keep the N feature points pi corresponding with the top N smallest optical flow values. For the
rest of the feature points, we use the method in Dynamic
Feature Points Detection to judge if pi is a dynamic feature point. If so, we will delete it. And the local feature
map will be updated using the process keyframes. In this
way, we can ensure that: (1) the tracking of camera poses
will not get lost since we have enough feature landmarks;
(2) the tracking accuracy is high since for each update
the local feature map contains few dynamic feature
points.
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5. Experiment

20
21

In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our method by using the public TUM RGB-D
dataset and our recorded dynamic office dataset. In the
experiments, we integrate our method into the visual
SLAM system. The proposed method is to eliminate
dynamic feature points which may degrade the performance of visual SLAM. In this study, we adopt the ORBSLAM [20] as the visual SLAM scheme, which is a stateof-the-art feature-based monocular SLAM system. For
ORB-SLAM, we have changed the feature extraction part
and our algorithm preprocesses the input data of the
feature matching module.

22
23
24

Input: the previous keyframe Ki , image sequence H
Output: Local feature map M
Input an RGB image I;
for image number in range of length (H) do
Check if I can be inserted as a keyframe based
on the criteria proposed in ? ;
if I is a keyframe then
Insert I as a new keyframe Ki+1 ;
Extract feature points from Ki and Ki+1 to
S1 , S2 ;
Select five correspondances C between S1 &
S2 ;
Compute Essential matrix E ;
Recover R and t;
Kwarped = Ki ∗ T;
Compute optical flow values for feature
points pi between Kwarped and Ki+1 ;
Sort the values in a set V;
for point pi in V do
if optical flow value Vi not in top N
smallest values then
if optical flow value Vi > τ then
delete the feature point pi ;
end
end
end
Update the local feature map M;
end
end
final ;
return M;

Algorithm 1: The integration of proposed method
with original ORB-SLAM system

5.1. Experimental setup
We have tested our method on both the base of the public
TUM RGB-D dataset [45] and our dynamic office dataset.
For each video sequence in the two datasets, we carry out
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two kinds of experiments. One is the evaluation of the
performance of the proposed method. The other is the
comparison of the performance of ORB-SLAM without
and with integrating our method.
For TUM Dynamic RGB-D dataset, We adopted three
types of scenarios for our experiments: desk, sitting and
walking scenarios. There are four types of movement:
halfsphere, rpy, static and xyz of which halfsphere means
the camera moves on a small half sphere and rpy, static,
xyz for rotating along the principal axes, keeping the
same orientation, moving along three directions, respectively. In this paper, we will use the words fr, half , w, s,
d, v to denote freiburg, halfsphere, walking, sitting, desk,
validation in the names of sequences.
For our dynamic office dataset, we conduct the experiments in real time with a handheld camera. In each
sequence, there are several camera ego-motions which
are compatible with the real world. The sequences are
streamed using the ROS openni driver with an Asus Xtion
Pro Live. The RGB and depth images are synchronized
and associated using the TUM benchmark tool. Detailed
characteristics are listed in Table 1.
We use the OptiTrack motion capture system to record
the ground truth of camera poses. The motion capture
system consists of eight Flex3 cameras. The system is
shown in Figure 4. It runs at 100 Hz with a resolution of
640*480. The system provides the sub-millimeter tracking accuracy for the RGB-D camera.

Table 1. Detailed characteristics of the sequences in the recorded
dynamic oﬃce dataset.
Sequence
cu/dy/1
cu/dy/2
cu/dy/3
cu/dy/4

Frames

Duration

Frequency

Camera Ego-motion

1251
487
342
550

65.3 s
25.5 s
17.9 s
28.3 s

19.2 Hz
19.1 Hz
19.1 Hz
19.4 Hz

xyz + halfsphere
circle
xyz + rpy
random

Our experiments are conducted on a PC equipped
with an Intel i7 CPU and 16 GB memory. In terms of the
ATE plot, for each plot, we implement the experiment for
ten times and choose the mean one based on the ATE
values.
5.2. Evaluations of proposed method
Figure 5 shows some selected experimental results of the
proposed method. For each column, the top one is the
original RGB image and the bottom one is the result using
the proposed method. Colored points represent feature
points extracted from the current image. Red points are
static ones and green points are dynamic ones. As we can
see, most of the dynamic feature points are on the moving
people, and most of the static ones come from the static
background. The quantitative results are given in Table 2.
We first count the following numbers:
• TP (True Positive): The number of red feature points
that belongs to static ones.
• FP (False Positive): The number of red feature points
that belongs to dynamic ones.
• TN (True Negative): The number of green feature
points that belongs to dynamic ones.
• FN (False Negative): The number of green feature
points that belongs to static ones.
We use the following metrics for the quantitative evaluations: False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate
(FNR), Recall (Re), Precision (Pr) and Percentage of
Wrong Classifications (PWC). They are calculated as follows,
FPR =
FNR =
Re =
Pr =
PWC =

Figure 4. The opti-track motion capture system.

FP
,
FP + TN
FN
,
TP + FN
TP
,
TP + FN
TP
,
TP + FP
FN + FP
.
TP + FN + FP + TN

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

We select 12 sequences as our test samples. For each
sequence, we randomly select five keyframes and compute the metrics for them. Finally, we take the averages of
the metric values for every five keyframes and use them
to show the results on each sequence.
From Table 2 we can see that the values of FPR, FNR
and PWC are pretty low and the ones of Pr and Re are very
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Figure 5. Selected experimental results of our proposed method. For each column, the top one is the original RGB image and the bottom
one is the result using proposed method. Colored points represent feature points extracted from the current image. Red points are static
and green points are dynamic. As we can see, our method is able to eﬀectively distinguish dynamic points in dynamic scenarios like these
in ﬁgure. The ﬁgures are best viewed in colour.
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Table 2. Results of discrimination for dynamic feature points.
Sequence
fr3/w/half
fr3/w/rpy
fr3/w/static
fr3/w/xyz
fr3/w/half/v
fr3/w/rpy/v
fr3/w/static/v
fr3/w/xyz/v
oﬃce_dynamic1
oﬃce_dynamic2
oﬃce_dynamic3
oﬃce_dynamic4

FPR (%)

FNR (%)

Re (%)

Pr (%)

PWC (%)

2.4
3.5
10.3
2.6
2.4
0.7
9.1
2.0
9.1
8.3
25.0
11.8

3.0
4.6
3.2
6.5
5.3
1.7
2.2
3.0
3.4
3.3
6.7
6.0

97.0
95.4
96.8
93.5
94.7
98.3
97.8
97.0
96.6
96.7
93.3
94.0

99.1
98.3
95.8
98.8
99.5
99.5
98.9
99.6
98.9
97.4
84.8
97.5

2.7
4.3
5.3
5.3
5.0
1.3
3.0
2.8
4.0
4.5
14.0
7.0

high. The result shows that our method can efficiently
distinguish dynamic feature points from all.
From the result images we can see that, some feature
points on dynamic objects are regarded as static ones.
This is because when an object is dynamic, not all the
parts of it are dynamic. For instance, in fr3/w/static/v
sequence, two persons are sitting in a chair, and chatting.
In this case, some parts of their body are static, so our
algorithm regarded feature points on these parts as static
ones. In some images, some static points are taken for a
dynamic one, we think there are three reasons. First, it is
the ego-motion estimation. Ego-motion is based on the
perspective transformation matrix. In highly dynamic
scenarios, dynamic feature points usually bring noise into
the computation of the transformation matrix which will
degrade the performance of our method. The second reason is the noise from the camera motion. Some images
in selected sequences are ambiguous due to the camera
motion. This ambiguity may impose a negative effect on
feature extraction or ego-motion estimation. The third
reason is thresholding. We use a threshold to determine
whether a point is dynamic, and the threshold is set to 2 in
our experiments. However, for different sequences, optimal threshold values may be different. We will try to find
a way to update the threshold value based on the sequence
conditions.

with our method. The ground truth is represented as the
black line, and the estimated trajectory as the blue line,
the differences as red lines. In Figures 6 and 7, We use with and -without to represent that the experiments are
performed with and without our method.
The sequence fr3/w/half, fr3/w/xyz and fr3/w/xyz_v
belong to highly dynamic scenarios. The performance
of ORB-SLAM is degraded in such scenarios. The estimated camera poses have significant biases with the
groundtruth. This is because once the noise is introduced
into the system, it will be accumulated. As a result, the
camera cannot get an accurate localization. After using
our method, the performance improved very significantly. The differences are decreased and the estimated
trajectory is aligned with the ground truth much better. The sequence fr3/s/half, fr2/d/person and fr3/s/xyz
belong to low-dynamic scenarios. ORB-SLAM performs
very well in such a condition. This is because in lowdynamic sequences, dynamic factors occupy respectively
smaller region than those of high-dynamic ones. As a
result, static feature points will dominate the process of
pose estimation. While we can also see the improvement with our method. For instance, at the top of the
trajectory in sequence fr3/s/half, the difference between
ground truth and the estimated trajectory is reduced after
using our method. These experimental results show that
our method can deal with the proposed problem in both
high-dynamic and low-dynamic scenarios.
However, in some sequences such as fr3/w/xyz and
fr3/w/xyz_v, some camera poses cannot be estimated so
that the ground truth cannot be aligned with the estimated trajectory very well. This is because in some cases
there are many dynamic feature points. Once we delete
them, the system may fail to track the trajectory of the
camera due to the default information.

In this part, we evaluate the performance of ORB-SLAM
after integrating our proposed method. Both, qualitative and quantitative results are given to demonstrate
the feasibility of our method. Absolute Trajectory Error
(ATE) and Relative Pose Error (RPE) metrics are adopted
to conduct the quantitative evaluation. The metric ATE
measures the global consistency and RPE measures the
odometry drift.

5.3.2. Quantitative results
Tables 3–6 demonstrate the quantitative results of our
experiments. Without Our Approach means that we
use the ORB-SLAM algorithm. With Our Approach
means that we use the ORB-SLAM algorithm with our
method integrated. Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE),
Mean Error, Median Error and the Standard Deviation
(S.D.) metrics are used in this paper to help make the
analysis.The improvement values [6] in the tables are
calculated using


β
ζ = 1−
× 100%,
(17)
α

5.3.1. Qualitative results
Figures 6 and 7 consist of selected ATE plots which show
the qualitative results of ORB-SLAM after integrating

where ζ denotes the improvement value; α denotes the
value without our method; and β denotes the value with
our method. Also, we highlight the RMSE and S.D. values
which can reflect the stability of the system.

5.3. Evaluation of visual SLAM
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Figure 6. Plots of ATE for sequences fr3/w/half, fr3/w/xyz/, fr3/s/half.

Figure 7. Plots of ATE for the sequences fr3/s/half, fr2/d/person, fr3/s/xyz.

Table 3 shows the global consistency performance. As
we can see, our method brings significant improvements
in all the sequences in terms of RMSE and S.D. For highdynamic scenarios, the improvements are more obvious
and the highest improvement for RMSE is 95.86%. These

experimental results demonstrated that our method can
deal with the high-dynamic scenarios very effectively.
And for the low-dynamic scenarios, our method provides
improvements from 5.15% to 25.56%, which is less than
that in the high-dynamic scenarios. The reason may be
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Table 3. ATE in meters for the experiments without and with our
proposed method.
Without
our
approach
Sequences
fr3/w/half
fr3/w/rpy
fr3/w/xyz
fr3/w/half/v
fr3/w/rpy/v
fr3/w/xyz/v
fr3/s/half ∗
fr3/s/xyz∗
fr2/d/person∗
oﬃce/dynamic1
oﬃce/dynamic2
oﬃce/dynamic3
oﬃce/dynamic4

With our
approach

S.D.

RMSE

S.D.

0.4579
0.9046
0.4808
0.5591
0.5799
1.4212
0.0198
0.0097
0.0090
0.5989
0.0438
1.1939
0.0881

0.2252
0.4772
0.2011
0.3226
0.4599
0.6153
0.0120
0.0042
0.0036
0.2635
0.0192
0.4960
0.0444

0.1612
0.1533
0.1899
0.0671
0.0299
0.1415
0.0179
0.0092
0.0067
0.0144
0.1479
0.0515
0.0349

0.1187
0.1119
0.1115
0.0506
0.0178
0.1299
0.0102
0.0043
0.0029
0.0068
0.0840
0.0265
0.0163

Sequences

64.80
83.05
60.50
88.00
95.86
90.04
9.60
5.15
25.56
97.60
-237.67
95.69
60.39

fr3/w/half
17.9510 10.4139 2.2485 1.3470
fr3/w/rpy
24.2553 14.9178 4.4660 3.2084
fr3/w/xyz
12.9045 7.5109 4.6565 3.6878
fr3/w/half/v
18.1410 11.8257 1.0185 0.5497
fr3/w/rpy/v
16.0730 11.8260 1.1722 0.6363
fr3/w/xyz/v
40.7108 27.4890 2.5161 2.2728
0.8515 0.4035 0.8750 0.4080
fr3/s/half ∗
0.6273 0.3369 0.5960 0.3098
fr3/s/xyz∗
1.3924 0.6925 1.2722 0.6389
fr2/d/person∗
oﬃce/dynamic1 117.7939 49.3084 19.4356 11.9035
oﬃce/dynamic2 21.0039 12.3521 21.1655 12.3333
oﬃce/dynamic3 36.5262 20.5573 10.2810 5.1186
oﬃce/dynamic4 105.5477 50.4041 60.7810 38.4076

52.71
76.55
44.55
84.31
96.13
78.89
15.00
-2.38
19.44
97.42
-337.5
94.66
63.29

Our approach

Sequences

RMSE

S.D.

RMSE

S.D.

fr3/w/half
fr3/w/rpy
fr3/w/xyz
fr3/w/half/v
fr3/w/rpy/v
fr3/w/xyz/v
fr3/s/half ∗
fr3/s/xyz∗
fr2/d/person∗

0.5287
0.7304
0.5966
0.3735
0.9115
0.8778
0.0616
0.0505
0.0853

0.2260
0.2837
0.2672
0.2019
0.2588
0.5158
0.0324
0.0317
0.0180

0.1612
0.1533
0.1899
0.0671
0.0299
0.1415
0.0179
0.0092
0.0067

0.1187
0.1119
0.1115
0.0506
0.0178
0.1299
0.0102
0.0043
0.0029

Note: The bold values indicate the best performance.

Table 5. Translational drift (RPE) in m/s for the experiments without and with our proposed method.

Sequences

RMSE

S.D.

RMSE

S.D.

fr3/w/half
fr3/w/rpy
fr3/w/xyz
fr3/w/half/v
fr3/w/rpy/v
fr3/w/xyz/v
fr3/s/half ∗
fr3/s/xyz∗
fr2/d/person∗
oﬃce/dynamic1
oﬃce/dynamic2
oﬃce/dynamic3
oﬃce/dynamic4

0.7304
1.3705
0.7353
0.8360
0.8169
2.0314
0.0292
0.0146
0.0352
1.8226
0.5475
1.9781
2.6200

0.4410
0.7737
0.4126
0.5420
0.6098
1.3632
0.0181
0.0062
0.0212
1.0027
0.2673
1.0428
1.5543

0.2511
0.2397
0.2727
0.0954
0.0435
0.2127
0.0268
0.0137
0.0325
0.2829
0.3883
0.5003
1.0389

0.1881
0.1802
0.1909
0.0759
0.0247
0.1984
0.0153
0.0061
0.0188
0.1679
0.2150
0.2818
0.7063

S.D.

RMSE

S.D.

Improvements
RMSE

S.D.

87.47% 87.07%
81.59% 78.49%
63.92% 50.90%
94.39% 95.35%
92.71% 94.62%
93.82% 91.73%
-2.76% -1.12%
4.99% 8.04%
8.63% 7.74%
83.50% 75.86%
-0.77% -0.15%
71.85% 75.10%
42.41% 23.80%

Notes: The unit for the median values is rad/s. The bold values indicate the best
performance.

Table 4. ATE in meters for the comparison between DVO SLAM
[3] and our method.

With Our
Approach

RMSE

With Our
Approach

RMSE (%) S.D. (%)

Note: The bold values indicate the best performance.

Without
Our
Approach

Without
Our
Approach

Improvements

RMSE

DVO SLAM

Table 6. Rotational drift (RPE) in deg/s for the experiments without and with our proposed method.

Improvements
RMSE (%) S.D. (%)
65.62
82.51
62.91
88.59
94.67
89.53
8.22
6.16
7.67
84.48
29.08
74.71
60.35

42.65
76.71
53.73
86.00
95.95
85.45
15.47
1.61
11.32
83.26
19.57
72.98
54.56

system degrades the performance. This is because the
camera moves fast and our method cannot deal with the
dynamic feature points deletion work very well. Table 4
shows the comparison between DVO SLAM [3] and our
proposed system in terms of ATE. DVO SLAM is one of
the state-of-the-art direct visual SLAM systems. The better results are highlighted. From the table we can see that
for both high-dynamic and low-dynamic scenarios, our
method performs better than DVO SLAM.
Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate the tracking performance.
As we can see, the results are in line with the above
ATE analysis in Table 3. For the high-dynamic sequences,
our method significantly improves the performance of
ORB-SLAM. However, in low-dynamic sequences, our
method brings less improvement even degrades the performance a little bit. We think the reason is that in lowdynamic scenarios, most of the feature points are static
and camera poses can be estimated robustly and accurately, which leaves little space for improvements. For our
office dynamic dataset, without our approach, the translational and rotational drifts are very high and even higher
than those of TUM high dynamic sequences we used.
This demonstrates that our office dynamic dataset contains very challenging scenarios. After using our method,
the drifts are decreased significantly. However, the drifts
are still high for pose estimation which may be left as
future work.

Note: The bold values indicate the best performance.

that in low-dynamic scenarios, the relatively less dynamic
feature points can be easily distinguished, so the original ORB-SLAM can perform very well in such a situation. For our office dynamic dataset, we can also see the
improvements, while for office/dynamic2 sequence, our

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method to distinguish
and eliminate dynamic points using a monocular camera. The only input is RGB image and our method can
work in real time. The proposed method can be divided
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into two modules: ego-motion estimation and optical
flow-based detection. After integration with our method,
the performance of visual SLAM in dynamic scenarios
is significantly improved. We conducted experiments on
both TUM dataset and our recorded office dataset. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrated that
our method can deal with both high-dynamic and lowdynamic scenarios. However, our method still presents
some limitations. For instance, the threshold which is
used to distinguish dynamic points is set to a fixed value,
which may not be an optimal value for some sequences.
Also, when dynamic objects occupy much space of the
image, the number of feature correspondences for camera
pose estimation will be reduced which may lead to tracklost. In future work, we will use semantic information
[46] to enhance the robustness and accuracy. The threshold will be updated online for different motion modes.
Also, when there exist many dynamic objects, the system
will choose the static area to extract feature points.
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